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Introduction 
Web browsers have become a primary target for cyber-attacks on 
the enterprise. The ubiquitous web browser is the only application 
on your desktop that regularly downloads and executes code from 
both trusted and untrusted networks. And because ports 80 and 
443 on corporate firewalls are always open, there is a direct 
connection between internal users and external web sites. It’s not 
surprising then, that hackers can develop and launch complex APTs, drive-by malware, polymorphic threats, 
and various zero-day attacks to exploit the inherent vulnerabilities associated with browser code and plug-ins. 
 
The Isla Malware Isolation system addresses this problem in a unique way. Rather than executing potentially 
malicious web code in the browser installed on the endpoint, Isla processes all code outside the network in a 
purpose built appliance. The web information processed in the Isla appliance is transformed into a non-
executable form which is transported securely to the endpoint for display to the user. This simple approach 
eliminates any possibility of malicious code interacting with or compromising the endpoint while allowing the 
user to access any web site with impunity. 
 
As with any new technology, those responsible for evaluating, selecting, deploying and maintaining cyber 
defenses need to confirm the capabilities of the technology for themselves. This document provides 
suggestions and guidelines for evaluating and testing any malware isolation solution to ensure that the 
technology fulfills its intended purpose. 
 

Evaluation Criteria 
Every cyber security solution must fulfil two fundamental requirements.  

1. It must not impact the end users ability to perform their normal tasks in any significant way. 
2. It must reduce or eliminate the impact of malware or cyber-attacks on the organization. 

 

Evaluation Methodology 
User experience  
The user experience incorporates both objective and subjective elements which taken together make up the 
users overall impression of a technology. Isla is focused on securing the users interaction with the web and so 
these elements should be tested to ensure that the user can continue to use the web to complete their 
essential tasks. Following is a list of elements that should be considered in the course of the evaluation. 
 
Basic Objective Capabilities: 
These elements can be evaluated as “yes” or “no” by simply confirming the capabilities are supported. 

 Can the solution accurately render common and/or popular public web sites? 

 Can the user upload and download files? 

 Are multiple web browser tabs supported? 

 Do the standard browser navigation controls function as expected? 

 Is “cut and paste” supported between the browser and other local applications? 

 Can the user securely print web based information? 

 Can sites that do not present a threat or whose basic functionality be added to a “white list”? 
Basic Subjective Capabilities: 
These elements are individually subjective and can be more easily rated on a “scale” or range of responses. 

 Does the solution render web sites “quickly”? 

 Is video resolution “good”? 

 Are browser controls “responsive”? 

 Is sound quality “good”? 

 Is the solution “easy to use”? 
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User Experience Testing Methodology 
There are a number of tools and web sites that are designed to provide tests and data on the functionality and 
effectiveness of web browsers in a number of the areas relevant to evaluating Isla. Following are details on 
these tools and sites and how they can be applied to a project of this nature. 

 Rendering Accuracy: Rendering is the ability to decode and display the content contained on web sites 
you visit.  Standards and technologies change over time so it is important to verify the rendering 
accuracy of web browsers in use at your organization. One of the easiest ways is to use the testing 
web site HTML5Test.com. This site provides real time tests of all the major capabilities and functions 
of your web browser and provides comparative results between the browser you are using and other 
browsers. 

 
Isla uses a proprietary rendering engine within the isolation server which is based on the Chromium 
Embedded Framework (CEF) project. Therefore the HTML5 test site identifies Isla as Chrome on Linux, 
although the Isla rendering engine is not the same as the commercial web browser from Google. CEF 
was selected for Isla based on its rendering accuracy and overall feature support. 
 

 
To determine the accuracy of your current browser vs. the Isla rendering engine simply navigate 
directly to HTML5test.com and observe the results of your current browser.  Then initiate a session 
with Isla and navigate to the site. You should see results similar to the sample below. 
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 Web Browser Controls: Enabling users to perform standard browser tasks in a normal way saves time 
and reduces the need for costly training. During your evaluation you should go through the check list 
provided in the Appendix to this document and record your results to ensure that you have validated 
all of the key controls. 

 
As an example, establish an Isla session and open multiple tabs. You will notice that tabs accessing 
untrusted web sites are annotated with a star symbol at the top of the web browser. Access a web 
mail account and create a new e-mail addressed to yourself. Click to another tab, highlight and copy 
content from the tab by “right clicking” the mouse after highlighting content. Click back to the e-mail 
tab, click on the message field and paste the content into the tab using the right click menu option. Isla 
support cut and paste of pictures and text between tabs or between tabs and desktop applications but 
will not allow cut and paste of files or other active code elements. 
 

 Subjective Testing: Subjective testing refers to those elements that are subject to each individual 
user’s judgement. Individuals often differ in their judgement as what constitutes a “good” or “bad” 
web surfing experience based on their past experience and habits. While subjective ratings are by their 
very nature difficult to quantify we have incorporated these types of elements in the evaluation check 
list with a range of possible ratings.  

 
To ensure that you get a representative sample across your organization we recommend that you 
include a range of stake holders from different parts of your organization in your evaluation. Have 
each evaluator rate their experience against a list of web sites that are commonly used within your 
organization. At the end of the evaluation you can gather the results and calculate an average score 
that represents the consensus on the subjective rating.s 
 

Security Effectiveness 
Isla relies on isolation of active web code originating from untrusted web sites from executing on the protected 
endpoint to block attacks. The vast bulk of anti-malware solutions rely on detecting malicious code and 
blocking it blocking it from execution on the protected endpoint. These fundamentally different approaches 
require different testing methodologies to determine effectiveness. 
 
As many modern advanced attacks are propagated through memory resident, non-file based web code such as 
Flash or Java exploits testing samples are very difficult to obtain. Many sophisticated attacks are polymorphic, 
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heavily obfuscated or encrypted and are generated dynamically every time a new target accesses a web site. 
Therefore rather than attempting to detect  what few samples are available, a better approach is to verify that 
any active code processed by Isla is not propagated to the protected endpoint. 
  
While Isla isolates all web code from executing on a protected endpoint user requirements sometimes include 
the need to download and possibly execute arbitrary files that originate from untrusted sites. These files are 
not executed within the Isla environment but are inspected using file based anti-malware scanning technology. 
Any files which fail this inspection are blocked from download to the protected endpoint. Additionally Isla can 
integrate with other file based malware inspection systems that might be present in your environment to 
provide additional scanning and/or behavioral inspection prior to a download being allowed. 
 
Security Testing Methodology 
Traditional anti-malware effectiveness testing as performed by organizations such as Virus Bulletin or AV-Test 
submit a list of “known malicious” files or web sites to a solution and measure the corresponding detection 
alerts generated by the product under test. This methodology and its’ variants present a number of problems 
both for detection based products as well as for isolation based solutions which is outside the scope of this 
document to detail. That being said, detection and blocking of known malicious files provides significant 
protection from traditional malware and has its place in a comprehensive testing methodology. 
 
Downloading samples of known malicious files or visiting known malicious websites to ensure that a security 
solution is effective can be risky unless and generally requires a significant investment in specialized test 
systems, safeguards and most importantly, trained and experienced security researchers. 
 
Unlike traditional detection based malware protection systems which must detect something malicious before 
protection is provided malware isolation provides a binary outcome. Either active code is being isolated from 
the endpoint or it is not. If code is isolated then all malware will be isolated as well. This makes the testing of 
Isla potentially less complex and expensive than testing traditional detection based systems. 
 
The easiest and most effective way to verify that interaction with web sites is being isolated is to ensure that 
web elements are being processed and isolated by the Isla appliance. A number of public web sites such as 
“whatismybrowser.com” are available on line which can analyze and document the web browser which is being 
used to access the site.  

Browser installed on endpoint without an active Isla session 
Simply access the site from the endpoint without an active Isla session to verify the endpoint browser details. 
Initiate an Isla session and navigate to the test site via Isla and verify that the site detects a different browser 
being used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Browser with an active Isla isolation session 
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Once that is confirmed you can verify that Isla is intercepting, isolating and blocking the introduction of active 
code into the endpoint browser. This is most easily accomplished by attempting to install an extension or 
browser pluggin into the browser executing within the Isla isolation session on the appliance.  

Chrome Store allows installation of extension without an active Isla isolation session 
 
Simply navigate to the Chrome web store without an active Isla session. Select a Chrome extension and verify 
that the extension can be installed.  
 
Next initiate and Isla session navigate to the same location and verify that the active code within the extension 
can’t be installed into the Isla environment.   

Isla does not allow installation of active code like Extensions and isolates code from the endpoint 
 
This test illustrates the key security capabilities of Isla, namely that keeping all web content from directly 
interacting with the endpoint ensures that no malicious code can attack the protected endpoint. 
 
Isla protects against the downloading of malicious files which can attack the endpoint by inspecting all file 
downloads for the presence of malware. If a malicious file is detected the end user is notified and the download 
is blocked and isolated from the endpoint.  
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To verify this capability navigate to the site Eicar.org without an active Isla session. Select “Download Anti 
Malware Testfile” and verify that the locally installed anti-virus engine generates a malware alert.  

Malicious file download without Isla results in local AV alert 
 
Initiate an Isla session, navigate to Eicar.org again, select the download and verify that Isla detects and isolates 
the file from the endpoint.   

Isla isolates malicious files and prevents them from being downloaded by the end user 
 

Summary & Conclusion 
 In summary, isolation based malware defenses are fundamentally different than traditional anti-malware 
defenses and require a different approach to testing and evaluation. Isla is designed to isolate all active web 
code elements outside of the protected network ensuring that endpoints are never exposed to malicious code.  
Since all web code is isolated, traditional testing methodologies that focus on the ability of a solution to detect 
and alert on a malicious file are not relevant on determining the protection offered by Isla. 
 
The end user experience is a key element when determining a security solution as end users must be able to 
accomplish their routine tasks without having to substantially change their proven computing routines. Isla 
works in conjunction with the industry standard web browsers and maintains the familiar navigation and data 
handling conventions while providing complete isolation from web borne malware. Web browsing can be a 
very subjective experience depending on the user and the tasks that they need to accomplish in the course of 
their duties. An evaluation methodology should include a range of users and functions throughout the 
organization to ensure that a true picture of the overall capabilities of the system is achieved. 
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Web Malware Isolation Evaluation Check List 
 

   Objective Usability Criteria     Yes No 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
1. Does the solution accurately render public web sites?  
 
2. Can the user upload and download files?  
 
3. Are multiple web browser tabs supported?  
 
4. Do the standard navigation controls function?  

 
5. Is “cut and paste” supported?  
 
6. Can the user securely print? 
 
7. Can sites be added to a “white list”? 
 

Subjective Usability Criteria   Poor Good Excellent 
___________________________________________________________________________________________    

 
1. Does the solution render web sites “quickly”? 
 
2. Is video resolution “good”?  
 
3. Are browser controls “responsive”?  
 
4. Is sound quality “good”?  
 
5. Is the solution “easy to use”? 
 
 
 

Objective Security Effectiveness Criteria  Yes No 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

1. Does solution isolate web code from the Endpoint? 
 
2. Does the solution isolate malicious files?  


